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Decks provide a beautiful and
functional addition to many homes.
They can also be a critical element
in protecting the home from water
damage due to leaks. Failed home
waterproofing causes tremendous
damage that can cost thousands of
dollars in damage and repairs.

LINE-X has developed a superior
waterproofing solution with its LINE-X
XS-310 material. It provides the
same toughness and elastic qualities
which LINE-X spray-on bedliners are
nationally recognized.

The homeowner was delighted with the
job and application. They recognized
LINE-X XS-310 as a superior solution
when compared to other waterproofing
applications.

Applying LINE-X XS-310 forms a
single waterproofing membrane
barrier. XS-310 is a unique
formulation designed to penetrate
and seal all of the small cracks that
could allow water to seep past lesser
materials.

Only LINE-X combines elasticity and
toughness into a single membrane
which is impervious to water. They
also liked the care that went into the
deck before LINE-X was applied. The
coving and PVC fascia board gave a
professional look to their deck.

Material selection is the most crucial
aspect of waterproofing. The best
application of a poor product will still
result in a failed application. Investing
in the proper materials and application
up front can save the homeowner from
tremendous cost and frustration later.
In many parts of the country, LINE-X
is the best known waterproof decking
solution. Local contractors specify
LINE-X by name in their plans and
build decks to the proven standards
that ensure a complete long lasting
solution for the homeowner.

By adding LINE-X XS-310
homeowners can be sure their
decks are protected. This LINE-X
application will save the homeowner
from expensive repair costs down the
road.

The homeowners know they have the
best deck and waterproofing design
in the neighborhood. This gives them
peace of mind both when they are
outside enjoying their deck and inside
during the rain, watching the LINE-X
waterproofing application perform.
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